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Magnetic permeability imaging of metals with a scanning near-field
microwave microscope
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We describe a scanning near-field microwave microscope which uses a loop probe to measure local
magnetic properties of metallic samples on a length scale of 200mm. We demonstrate imaging at
6 GHz through spatiallyresolved ferromagnetic resonance experiments on a single crystal of the
colossal magneto-resistive material La0.8Sr0.2MnO3. We find the experimental results are
qualitatively and quantitatively well described by a simple model of the system. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!03951-6#
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The extraordinary increase in the density of magne
storage media and the access speeds of read/write head
led to an increased interest in measuring local microw
magnetic properties of materials on short length scales.
also of interest to evaluate the homogeneity of magn
properties of samples, such as the local Curie tempera
magnetization, and microscopic phase separation into m
netic and nonmagnetic regions. Many techniques exis
measure the global microwave permeability or susceptib
of materials.1 Progress has also been made in scanning
croscopes which are designed to image radio frequency m
netic fields,2–4 electron paramagnetic resonance,5 and ferro-
magnetic resonance~FMR!.6–9 However, few of these
techniques measure microwave permeability on sub-
length scales.10,11 To fulfill this need, we have developed
technique for measuring local permeability using a scann
near-field microwave microscope~SNMM!. Previously, the
SNMM has been used to image conductivity12 and dielectric
properties13 of materials with an open ended tip probe, whi
has a maximum electric field and minimum magnetic field
the probe end. In this letter, we discuss the utilization o
short circuited loop probe, which couples magnetically to
sample.

Our SNMM is a driven resonant coaxial transmissi
line connected to a Cu loop which is formed by shorting
inner conductor of a coaxial cable to the out
conductor.12–14We use a frequency following circuit~Fig. 1!
and a lock-in amplifier in a feedback loop to lock to one
the resonant frequencies of the coaxial resonator. We
monitor the frequency shift,D f , due to perturbations from
the sample, which is scanned under the probe. By modu
ing the microwave frequency of the source and monitor
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twice the modulation frequency, the losses in the sam
contributing to the Q factor of the resonator can b
measured12 as well.

We model the coupling between the loop probe and
sample with the equivalent circuit shown in the inset of F
1. The loop probe is represented as an inductorL0 , the test
material as a series combination of its effective inducta
LX and complex impedanceZX5RX1 iXX , and the coupling
as a mutual inductanceM . Since the materials of concern a
good conductors with a microwave skin depth much sma
than the sample thickness, we model the sample inducta
by an identical image of the loop probe, so thatLX5L0 . The
self-inductance of the loop probe is roughly estimated
L0'1.25m0a,15 assuming a circular loop with inner diam
eter a>wire thickness5200mm. In the high-frequency
limit, the surface impedance of the sample can be written
ZX5Aim0m rvr, wherem r is the complex relative perme
ability of the material,v is the microwave frequency, andr
is the resistivity of the material, which is considered to
independent ofm r . Since the loop and its image are rough
circular inductors, we can calculateM as the mutual induc-
tance between two circular loops in the same plane. Ho
ever, because this two-circular-loop model only appro
mately describes the geometry, we will ultimately need
treat the value ofM as a fitting parameter. The microscop
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. Inset shows the equiva
circuit representing the interaction between the loop probe and met
samples.
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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resonator is treated as a transmission line that is capaciti
coupled to the microwave source.12 The frequency shift and
Q are calculated using microwave transmission line theor12

In the high-frequency limit, we can takevL0 to be much
greater thanuZXu. From the equivalent circuit shown in Fig
1, we find that the load impedance presented by the pr
and sample isZLoad> ivL0(12k2)1k2(RX1 iXX), where
the coupling coefficientk5M /AL0LX is a purely geometrica
factor. The frequency shift is produced by the imaginary p
of ZLoad, while the real part ofZLoad determines theQ of the
microscope.12,14

To study the sensitivity of our microwave microscope
magnetic permeability, we measured two metallic glass ta
made of Fe40Ni40P14B6 and Fe32Ni36Cr14P12B6. The differ-
ence in composition makes the former ferromagnetic and
latter paramagnetic at room temperature, although both h
the same resistivityr5150mVcm. This ensures that an
differences observed in images with the microwave mic
scope are due solely to the differences in permeability.

We measured the samples with both an electric fi
probe12,14 and the magnetic field loop probe. With the ele
tric field probe at 5.9 GHz, the two tapes give indistinguis
able frequency shiftD f andQ data. However, with the loop
probe, the ferromagnetic sample gives a strong reductio
the Q, whereas theD f data do not show significant contra
~see Fig. 2!. To understand why, note that the two metal
glass tapes have similar topography, the couplingk is iden-
tical for both materials, and the imaginary part in the seco
term in the expression forZLoad is small, i.e., k2XX

!vL0(12k2); hence, we do not expect contrast inD f .
However, the significant difference in microwave permeab
ity of the two samples leads to contrast inRX , which appears
as contrast in the microscopeQ, consistent with Fig. 2. As a
further test, we measuredD f andQ versus the probe-sampl
separationh, at frequencies of 4.04, GHz, 7.08, and 10.
GHz. We found an increase inD f (500mm)2D f (10mm) as
the frequency increased, and a weak frequency depend
of Q(500mm)2Q(10mm), consistent with the model pre
diction.

To quantitatively evaluate our theoretical understandi

FIG. 2. Line scans ofD f and unloadedQ measurements across a ferroma
netic sample, Fe40Ni40P14B6, and a paramagnetic sample, Fe32Ni36Cr14P12B6

at 6.036 GHz and room temperature. The plane of the loop is aligned
the direction of the scan line at a sample-probe separation of 10mm mea-
sured from the bottom of the probe loop to the surface of the sample
external magnetic field is applied.
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we examined a single crystal of the colossal magne
resistive material La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 ~LSMO! in the vicinity of
its FMR.16 The imaging was performed at 301.50
60.005 K, just below the Curie temperatureTC5305.5 K.16

With the probe positioned about 20mm above the center o
the sample, we measuredD f andQ as a function of externa
magnetic fieldHext ~applied uniformly parallel to the sampl
surface and the plane of the loop probe, see Fig. 3!. In a
separate experiment, the complex surface impedance of
sample was also measured.16,17FMR is clearly observed as
minimum in Q(Hext) and the point of maximum slope o
D f (Hext) in Fig. 3.

We can compare the measuredD f andQ versusHext of
LSMO with our model predictions based on the indepe
dently measured complex surface impedance
permeability.18 In our model, them r dependence only ap
pears in the surface impedanceZX . To test whether or not
this model properly describes the experiment, we evalua
the model with the measuredZX . It is known from indepen-
dent information that the decoupler capacitanceCD

>10213F, L0 and M>10210H, and the cable attenuatio
0.1,a,0.2 nepers/m, but we treated them as fitting para
eters here since none of them were known exactly. We
that the full model prediction fits19 the experimental results
very well with CD52.94310213F, L056.5310210H, M
51.3310210H, and a50.1967 nepers/m. The data~open
circles! and fit ~solid line! are shown together in Fig. 3.

th

o

FIG. 3. Measured frequency shift~a! and unloadedQ ~b! vs applied mag-
netic field over a LSMO crystal at a sample-probe separation of 20mm at
6.037 GHz. Open circles are experimental data; solid line is the mo
prediction withZX5Aim0m rvr in the model.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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We have also developed a technique to image the sp
variation of FMR resonant field in a sample by using eith
the frequency shift orQ data. To take a FMR image, we fi
the homogeneous20 external magnetic fieldHext and record
either D f or Q as a function of position. In Fig. 4~a!, Hext

>1317 Oe is chosen to give the minimumQ in Q versus
Hext at the center of the sample, and thus obtain maxim
sensitivity in D f . In a similar fashion, in Fig. 4~b!, Hext

>1411 Oe is chosen to obtain maximum sensitivity inQ.
Figure 4~a! shows variations of the local FMR resonant fie
through the frequency shift, while Fig. 4~b! shows similar
spatial variations throughQ. Since the frequency shift in
Fig. 4~a! andQ in Fig. 4~b! are linearly related toHext in the
vicinity of the fixedHext ~refer to Fig. 3!, Figs. 4~a! and ~b!
can also be converted to variations of FMR resonant field
DH/d(D f )'2.37 Oe/kHz in Fig. 4~a! and DH/DQ
'25 Oe/Q in Fig. 4~b!. From this we find that the maximum
variation of the FMR field in both images is approximate
230 Oe. However, substantial smearing of the image oc
near the sample edges.

The spatial resolution of our microscope is expected
be on the order of the loop diameter when the probe is wit
one loop diameter of the surface. The loop diameter can
reduced to about 50mm, and the length of the transmissio
line resonator can be reduced to 10 cm, with no degrada
of signal-to-noise ratio~S/N! in D f . Further reduction of the
loop diameter to 1mm will improve the spatial resolution
but is also expected to reduce theD f S/N by a factor of
approximately 25.

FIG. 4. Images of a LSMO single crystal taken at 6.037 GHz at a sam
probe separation of 10mm. ~a! Df image of LSMO sample at external field
Hext51317 Oe, chosen to give a minimum unloadedQ factor at the center
of the sample, and~b! unloadedQ factor image at external fieldHext

51411 Oe, chosen to give a minimumD f at the center of the sample. A
background frequency shift has been subtracted from~a!. The dashed line
shows the approximate location of the sample.
Downloaded 07 Aug 2003 to 129.2.40.3. Redistribution subject to AIP
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated the sensitivity
our SNMM to magnetic properties by observing significa
contrast between ferromagnetic and paramagnetic mate
using a loop probe. Also, we have demonstrated a qualita
and quantitative understanding of FMR data from the s
tem. It should also be possible to extend the technique
image ferromagnetic antiresonance, and antiferromagn
resonance using the microscope.
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